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What is NDW?
• Nasdaq Data Warehouse
• Stores the most recent year of data from

internal and external data sources

• 1,000s of data sources each night—typically

30–55 billion records per day

• Supports business-critical functions
• Billing, reporting, market surveillance, data

visualization tools, and ad hoc research

• 70-node ds2.8xlarge Amazon Redshift cluster
• Total capacity of 1.12 petabytes

• Service-level agreements require overnight

batch processes to complete prior to the next
morning
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Evolution of NDW: NDW 2.0 (2015)
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Beyond NDW: Applications to the cloud (2016)
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Increasing Amazon Redshift demand and data volumes
• Our cluster size was ever-increasing due to
storage requirements
• We were paying for 1,000s of CPUs, many TB
of memory that were not necessarily needed
• We needed to separate compute and storage

How we managed growth
• Added nodes to the cluster
• Added table prioritization

• Optimized and automated WLM allocations
• Complex resize events with deep copies to drop old data and correct

table sorting

• Spent more time tuning tables (dist and sort keys)
• Spent more time working with users to optimize queries
• Spent a lot of time optimizing ingest to speed up load processing
• All of this added up to a lot of effort in an attempt to keep our SLA

Issues caused from data volume growth
• Loads taking longer
• Billing and reporting completing later, stressing SLAs

• 3 AM phone calls
• Unhappy customers
• Increasing costs
• Weekend outages (resizes)

• Projections of cluster size were dire—Amazon Redshift has a hard limit

of 128 nodes

• Our cluster had become too big. We needed another way
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Initial Plan: Cloud-Scale Ingest and Data-Lake Access
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Initial plan: cloud-scale ingest and data lake access
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Initial project work
• We developed our new ingest process to handle steel thread testing
• Charon: Process to pull from on-premises sources and drop raw CSV files to Amazon S3

• Wall-E: Process to take those raw files from Amazon S3 and write parquet files and catalog

them in the AWS Glue Data Catalog
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Amazon Athena POC work
• Initially tested with Athena: Serverless and simple
• Concurrency limits

• AWS helped adjust our configured limits, which helped
• Amazon Redshift query semantics

• Queries using temporary tables

Amazon Athena

• We proceeded testing Athena with other queries
• Complex queries—lots of joins. These would not complete
• We focused on Parquet file tuning (file sizes, partitioning, sorting,

bucketing) but only saw minimal improvements

• Simple queries worked well

Data lake

Amazon Athena POC work (cont.)
• Conclusion
• Athena seemed well suited for retrieval of flattened data structures

using queries that don’t require a lot of joins or use of temporary tables

• We needed to try another route
Amazon Athena

Data lake

Amazon Redshift Spectrum POC work
• Next we tested with Redshift

Spectrum

• Started with only a couple nodes

Amazon
Redshift

• Experienced issues with long-running queries

• Some queries would not complete (more

complex queries with lots of joins)
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• Moved to a 6 node cluster
• A little bit better: some queries were running

quickly

• But others were still not completing
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Amazon Redshift Spectrum POC work (cont.)
• Conclusion
• Amazon Redshift Spectrum seemed more

promising but wasn’t quite meeting our needs
Amazon
Redshift

• Outcome
• Stakeholders were getting nervous. Would our

data lake solution really work?
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• We engaged AWS and told them we needed help
• Our APN Partners suggested we come to their

Seattle data lab for a week for a deep dive on our
data, our queries, and our blockers
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AWS Data Lab: Come with an idea, leave with a solution
• Four day intensive engagement

• You bring your design
• AWS brings experts
• Best practices and architectural guidance
• Build and test the solution(s)

• At the end of the data lab, you have:
• A well-architected prototype

• A path to production

AWS Data Lab: Pre-engagement work
• Scheduled a data lab visit
• Met with our data lab architect
• In-depth environment review
• Decided the strategy for the engagement
• Decided what we needed to be successful

• Nasdaq brought
• Their data lake modernization plan

• A fully populated suite of test environments
• Several blockers
• The team

AWS Data Lab: The engagement
• Arrive bright and early Monday
• Clearly articulate and review our deliverable

• Design and code within 2 hours
• Worked hand-in-hand with AWS experts
• Frequent whiteboard sessions

Coding

More
Test Testing
runs

• Test runs, redesigns, more coding, more testing

• Any experts we needed were made available
Redesign

AWS Data Lab: The engagement (cont.)
• Long but productive days
• By the middle of day 3 we had a solution

• Spent the rest of the week trying to poke holes
• Finished the week with
• A well-architected prototype

• A clear path to production
• Deep knowledge of AWS database and analytics services
• Strong relationships with AWS technical SMEs

AWS Data Lab: What we learned
• Common table expressions = “diststyle even”
• Use “create table” instead

• Eventually decided on “create temp table”
• Masterclass in Amazon Redshift query plans
• Using the Amazon Redshift console for performance analysis
• “diststyle all” is way more valuable than we thought

AWS Data Lab: What we learned (cont.)
• Compute nodes (hosts) come in two sizes
•

2 slice and 16 slice

• Slice is the unit of compute, storage, &

memory

• Slices process in parallel
• Each column allocates a minimum of 1 MB

of storage

• “diststyle all” will insure co-located joins

Compute Node

AWS Data Lab: What we learned (cont.)
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AWS Data Lab: What we learned (cont.)
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AWS Data Lab: What we learned (cont.)
Common table expressions vs. create temp table
This query is slower

This query is faster

with cte-table as (

Drop table if exists temp-order-tbl ;
Create temp table temp-order-tbl
distkey(symbol) sortkey (acct-id)
as

select

acct-id,
trade-id,
symbol,
order-date,
price
from order-table
where order-date > ‘2019-01-01’),
Select
acct,
symbol,
acct-limit
From
cte-table a,
acct-table b
Inner join on
a.symbol = b.symbol
Order by
b.acct ;

select

acct-id,
trade-id,
symbol,
order-date,
price
from order-table
where order-date > ‘2019-01-01’ ;
Select acct,
symbol,
acct-limit
From temp-order-table a,
acct-table b
Inner join on
a.symbol = b.symbol
Order by
b.acct ;

AWS Data Lab: What we learned (cont.)
This query is slower
with cte-table as (
select

acct-id,
trade-id,
symbol,
order-date,
price
from order-table
where order-date > ‘2019-01-01’),
Select
acct,
symbol,
acct-limit
From
cte-table a,
acct-table b
Inner join on
a.symbol = b.symbol
Order by
b.acct ;

• Common table expression

• Defaults to “diststyle even”
• Often results in broadcast joins

AWS Data Lab: What we learned (cont.)
This query is faster
•

Temp table replaces the common table
expression

•

“distkey” and “sortkey” now available

•

This strategy eliminates the broadcast
join to a very positive effect

Drop table if exists temp-order-tbl ;
Create temp table temp-order-tbl
distkey(symbol) sortkey (acct-id)
as
select

acct-id,
trade-id,
symbol,
order-date,
price
from order-table
where order-date > ‘2019-01-01’ ;
Select acct,
symbol,
acct-limit
From temp-order-table a,
acct-table b
Inner join on
a.symbol = b.symbol
Order by
b.acct ;

AWS Data Lab: What we learned (cont.)
• Amazon Redshift is a parallel processing database
• Keeping all nodes working evenly is the main goal

• Data skew is a parallel processing antipattern

• When considering distribution keys, think “joins”
• Co-locate data to be joined on the same slice/node
• Avoid broadcast joins (in most cases)

• When considering sort keys think about the “where” clause
• Sort on the columns most used in the where clause

• Temp tables write one copy of a table; permanent tables write two
• Large temp tables should always be compressed and analyzed

AWS Data Lab: What we learned (cont.)
Unsorted table

Sorted by date
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AWS Data Lab: What we learned (cont.)
• Minimize the amount of data being processed in a query
• Only select the columns you need

• Right size varchar columns
• Use compression in all tables

• Amazon S3 best practices for a data lake
• Why? Because Amazon S3 is your physical data model
• Filter columns with the data format (i.e. parquet)

• Filter rows with partitioning (i.e. date)
• Optimal file size is between 256 MB and 1024 MB
•

Smaller files result in excessive open/close/metadata processing overhead

• Too many partitions may result in small files

AWS Data Lab: What we learned (cont.)
• Leverage Redshift Spectrum to separate storage and compute
• Nasdaq’s Amazon Redshift cluster was so large because we needed to store 12 months of

history

• Compute was not constrained at all
• Today all data is in Amazon S3
• Application teams can have their own much smaller cluster

• Leverage Amazon S3 Select and Redshift Spectrum to filter rows
• Amazon S3 Select filters rows matching the where clause
• Redshift Spectrum performs partition elimination, ”group by,” pattern matching,

aggregations, etc.

• Remaining functions performed by Amazon Redshift

• The 2019 roadmap for several products in the solution

AWS Data Lab: What we learned (cont.)
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AWS Data Lab: Conclusion
• The team arrived on Monday with an idea
• Everyone jumped right in

• By Wednesday we had a working prototype
• Left on Friday with a solution
• And
• A partnership was built with several AWS SMEs

• The team leveled up their Amazon Redshift skill set
• Clarity was achieved for the path to a modern data lake architecture
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Coming out of data lab
• We liked data lab so much, we had to share it
• The Nasdaq data lab team was able to encapsulate AWS Data Lab knowledge

• This team traveled to deliver hands-on workshops on Redshift Spectrum to billing, reporting,

surveillance, and other teams

• This empowered those teams to convert their queries to Redshift Spectrum

Our new target state
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Target state benefits
• Better scalability and parallelism (no conflict between

Amazon
Redshift

• “Infinite” capacity for additional data (without manual

Dense Compute Nodes

loading and querying)
intervention)

Data lake

Target state benefits (cont.)
Amazon
Redshift

• Cost
• From 70 ds2.8xl to 20 dc2.8xl nodes: 75% reduction in Reserved Instance

costs

Dense Compute Nodes

• Some of these savings will be offset by Redshift Spectrum data scanning

charges

• Ability to better manage future costs through different

Data lake

Amazon S3 storage classes

• Decentralization of costs: Better transparency and

visibility on which data lake customers are driving costs
(dedicated query engines)

• Increased variety in data access methods (Redshift

Spectrum, Spark, Amazon EMR, etc.)

Design for infinite
“Big enough will not
always be good enough”

Results
• Progress
• All billing and reporting queries have migrated to Redshift Spectrum

• Remaining systems are expected to complete migration by January 2020
• We will have one final Amazon Redshift cluster resize party soon (but the first one where we

have DECREASED the cluster size)

• Already seeing results
• Our data lake is now being used by a Spark application to process data overnight—zero

contention with other processes

• During an outage, which required us to reload a day of data beginning late in the evening,

we scaled our ingest processes and handled the entire day of ingest in about 2 hours—
incident avoidance

Results: Load completion times
• When we consider the

time to load 90% of our
nightly data, we see
over 5 hours of
improvement

• We now see

opportunities for
further improvement

• Scale wide
• Improve data

availability timing

Results: Overnight processing time
• Prior to query tuning for

Redshift Spectrum,
runtimes were 2.8 times
longer than runs against
Amazon Redshift

• After query tuning,
The Data Lab Effect

Redshift Spectrum
runtimes were 32%
faster than runs against
Amazon Redshift

• Combining earlier load

completion times and
faster billing processing
times will ensure
meeting customer SLAs

Next steps
• Leveraging “colder” storage classes within Amazon S3 (infrequent

access or intelligent tiering)

• Dynamic cluster sizing or ephemeral clusters for further cost

optimizations and improved scalability

• Continue to work with our AWS Data Lab partners for further

improvements
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